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It is  often  stated  that  people  do  not  desire  energy  itself  but the ‘energy  services’  it provides.  Despite
its  importance,  initial  searches  revealed  no  obviously  dominant  deﬁnitions  of  the term  ‘energy  services’,
and  inconsistent  illustrative  examples.  This  paper  presents  the  results  of  a  content  analysis  and  literature
review  which  aimed  to answer  the  question:  ‘what  are  energy  services?’.  One  hundred  and  eighty-ﬁve
articles  from  the  journals  Energy  Policy  and  Energy  Research  and  Social  Science  containing  the  term  “energy
service*”  in  the  title,  abstract  or keywords  were  analysed,  and  additional  documents  relevant  to  the
concept  were  identiﬁed  for review.  In  total,  27  deﬁnitions  of  ‘energy  services’  were  recorded,  and  173
separate  examples  (such  as  ‘space  heating’  or ‘lighting’).  Thematic  analysis  of  the  deﬁnitions  revealedeﬁnition
ontent analysis
a  number  of  recurring  themes,  such  as  ‘useful  energy/work’  and  the  provision  of  ‘beneﬁts’  to people.
Previous  literature  suggested  the importance  of  distinguishing  between  ‘energy  services’  and  the  ‘end
services  or  states’  which they  help  obtain.  On  the basis  of the  identiﬁed  themes,  examples  and  conceptual
discussion,  the  following  deﬁnition  of ‘energy  services’  is  proposed:  Energy  services  are those  functions
performed  using  energy  which  are means  to  obtain  or facilitate  desired  end services  or states.
©  2017  The  Author(s).  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd.  This  is an open  access  article  under  the CC  BY  license
unusually high number of articles in the publication Natural Gas
Week mentioning energy services companies. From the latter half
of the 2000 s the use of the term has grown at a similar rate to. Introduction
As Hunt & Ryan ([1]: 1) observe: ‘Energy practitioners often
mphasize that energy is desired not for its own sake, but for the
ervices that it produces, such as space and water heating, cool-
ng, lighting, cooking, etc.’ Although ‘energy services’ are often
eferred to (and exempliﬁed) in this way, it is surprisingly hard to
nd widely cited deﬁnitions of the term by searching online or in
ibliographic databases. Furthermore, even a brief skim of the lit-
rature quickly reveals inconsistencies between examples of what
onstitute energy services that have the potential to muddy the
onceptual waters. For example, later on in Hunt & Ryan ([1]: 5)
he authors refer to ‘thermal comfort or other energy services’. Is
hermal comfort the energy service, or space heating and cooling
s per the opening quotation? Or are they both?
The aim of this paper is to explore the ways in which the
oncept of ‘energy services’ has been interpreted and deﬁned by
esearchers. This is achieved through a combination of content
nalysis (CA) and literature review. The ﬁnal product constitutes
 guide to the concept that will make it easier for researchers to
ommunicate with clarity and precision about energy services in
he context relevant to them. It also proposes a new deﬁnition of
nergy services based on the analysis and review.
E-mail address: michael.fell@ucl.ac.uk
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2017.02.010
214-6296/© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Because the bulk of this paper is concerned with analysis and
review of the concept of energy services, the conventional intro-
ductory review is replaced here by a detailed conceptual review in a
later section. However, some brief contextual details are presented
now to set the scene for further discussion. The ﬁrst mention of
the term ‘energy service’ according to the database Scopus1 was
in a 1955 article on ‘Recent developments in the technology of
ceramic materials for nuclear energy service’ [2]. This immediately
highlights the ambiguity of the term (a point that became increas-
ingly evident during the research for this paper), as such a usage
is quite different from more recent usage as exempliﬁed in open-
ing paragraph of this section. Fig. 1 shows a Scopus2 analysis of the
number of articles mentioning “energy service*”3; and, for compar-
ison, the number of articles mentioning “energy”. Energy services
are rarely referred to until the early 1990s, when the rate of growth
picks up relative to general energy articles. There is a spike of men-
tions in 2000, which closer inspection suggests is mainly due to an1 For older articles Scopus can only search titles, abstracts and keywords so there
may  be earlier occurrences in the bodies of articles.
2 A bibliographic database, on which more details are included in the next section.
3 The inclusion of the * wildcard allows the search to capture both “energy service”
and “energy services”.
 under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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of energy research, with a global scope and taking in all supply
and demand sectors, with the latter including social, building,Fig. 1. Scopus analysis of documents mentioning “energy” or “ene
eneral energy outputs, but as the chart shows, only approximately
alf a per cent of articles mentioning ‘energy’ each year explicitly
ention energy service(s).
Given the concept of energy services has been around for so long,
hy is it useful to revisit it now? As well as the inconsistencies in
ts usage which have become apparent (and are further revealed by
he CA presented here), there continues to be increasing recogni-
ion of the importance of the demand-side of energy (e.g. see [3]).
his is prompted by considerations such as the growing need for
emand-side management to make efﬁcient use of existing infras-
ructure while minimizing costs and carbon emissions. In this case,
onceptual clarity around what exactly needs to be managed is
mportant in actually formulating action and research in this area.
 brief example of this potential is given in the ﬁnal section of this
aper. Other important issues to which the energy services concept
s central include energy poverty, justice and democratization, all
f which feature in the subsequent discussion.
As stated previously, a combination of content analysis and liter-
ture review is used as the basis for this work. The next section gives
n overview of the processes which were followed. Subsequent sec-
ions focus on deﬁnitions and examples of energy services, a more
etailed dive into the literature considering the concept, and a ﬁnal
iscussion drawing the strands together and attempting to answer
he question: ‘what are energy services?’. A concluding section
ums up and considers the implications of this work.
. Content analysis and literature review methods
Content analysis (CA) has be described as ‘any technique for
aking inferences by objectively and systematically identifyingpeciﬁed characteristics of messages’ [4]. It involves elements of
ystematic coding and extraction of content from source material
nd aims to be objective, transparent and replicable. [5] provides
n example of the approach as deployed in the context of energyrvice*,¨ limited to sources categorized within the subject ‘energy’.
research. This sub-section describes how the source material sam-
ple for this study was  arrived at, while the next sub-section outlines
the process of coding, extraction and analysis. The ﬁnal sub-section
describes the process by which a wider review of the ‘energy ser-
vices’ concept was conducted.
2.1. Search strategy for content analysis
Searches for the content analysis (CA) were performed on Sco-
pus, which describes itself as ‘the largest abstract and citation
database of peer-reviewed literature: scientiﬁc journals, books and
conference proceedings’.4 Employing relevance sampling [6], an
initial full-text search was undertaken for any document contain-
ing the words “energy service*” (to accommodate the term ‘energy
services’), yielding 8217 documents. Since this was considered an
unnecessarily (and unfeasibly) large pool from which to draw, it
was necessary to focus the search to achieve ‘a manageable number
of relevant texts’ ([6]: 119). This could have been done in a variety
of ways – by publication date, publication source, or by restricting
the search to speciﬁc ﬁelds such as the title, abstract and keywords.
Restricting by publication date was  undesirable since
researchers draw on literature of all ages in informing their
work, so capturing usage of the term over a long time period is
important. The journal with the most articles mentioning the term,
according to Scopus, was  Energy Policy with 445. As well as being
the most common destination for outputs mentioning energy
services, this journal also has a broad coverage within the ﬁeldtransport and commercial dimensions. It was  considered likely
4 https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus.
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hat this source would therefore be suitable to provide a useful
ample of usages of the concept of energy services.
The search was therefore re-run for Energy Policy journal only,
nd with the further restriction of limiting the search to title,
bstract and keywords. The rationale for this restriction was  to
nclude only those articles in which energy services might be
xpected to be a prominent theme. The search was also limited to
nclude only published articles and reviews. Because the interest of
his study is in the use of ‘energy services’ as a concept, and because
his concept is an important one in the social science of energy, the
ecision also was taken to run an additional search with the same
riteria for the relatively new journal Energy Research and Social
cience. The inclusion of an additional source (as well as the sub-
equent wider review) also helps mitigate against selection bias
ssociated with drawing on a single publication. The full Scopus
earch string, as run on 23 July 2016, was as follows: TITLE-ABS-
EY (“energy service*”) AND SRCTITLE (“energy policy” OR “energy
esearch and social science”) AND (LIMIT-TO(DOCTYPE,“ar”) OR LIMIT-
O(DOCTYPE,“re”)). The search yielded 185 documents (173 from
nergy Policy)  which were downloaded into a reference manager
a full list of these documents is available in the additional online
aterial).
.2. Coding for content analysis
Coding was  performed in NVivo 11 by a single coder. The full
ext of each document was opened and read for speciﬁc mentions
r allusions to energy services. This was facilitated by searching
he text for occurrences of the word ‘service’, and close attention
as always paid to introductory sections where deﬁnitions and
xplanation of concepts are often provided. Codes were used to
ecord any deﬁnitions of the term ‘energy service(s)’, and examples
f energy services such as ‘lighting’ or ‘heating’.
A record was made of the precise terms used in any example of
n energy service referred to in the documents analysed. For exam-
le, when Sorrell et al. [7] state, ‘Energy services such as heating
nd lighting are provided . . .’,  this would be coded as ‘heating’ and
lighting’. Sometimes examples were not explicitly claimed to be
nergy services; for example: ‘the scope of energy access to include
ot just heat and light but other aspects such as mechanical power
nd mobility’ [8]. In such cases the terms were still recorded with
istinct codes5 – but because it is not completely clear that the
uthors intended to imply that these constituted energy services,
hey have not been included in the analysis presented here. The
umber of occurrences of each example was summed to provide
n indication of the relative frequency of use of speciﬁc examples
f energy services. Examples were not recorded when they clearly
eferred to those products or services required to provide energy,
uch as fuels or infrastructure.
As well as the above codes for deﬁnitions and examples, where
dditional themes were recognized (such as use of the phrase ‘mod-
rn energy services’) these were also coded for later analysis. Key
eferences were pulled out to inform the subsequent review stage.
.3. Review
As the CA was only able to identify the existence and preva-
ence of different deﬁnitions and examples in the selected sample,
n additional review stage was conducted to identify documents
hich engage explicitly and in detail with the concept of energy
ervices. The starting point for this review was the list of sources
5 This distinction was  made by including the preﬁx “i-“ before any codes where
he energy service was only implied, so “energy services such as lighting” would be
oded at “lighting”, but “energy for lighting” would be coded at “i-lighting”. Science 27 (2017) 129–140 131
and key references identiﬁed during the CA. Unlike the CA, these
key references could be from any source including ‘grey litera-
ture’. In a snowballing approach, these additional documents were
worked through to determine whether they included substantive
discussion of the concept of energy services and, if so, to extract
deﬁnitions, details of that discussion and further references (with
these references also being integrated into the review). In addi-
tion, a number of Google searches were used to identify any key
documents which the above process may  not have yielded – these
included searches such as [“what are energy services”] and [“energy
services” deﬁnition].
The review identiﬁed 38 additional documents, all of which
were drawn on to add to the collected deﬁnitions and to inform
the subsequent discussion. A sub-sample of these is discussed in
detail in the section entitled ‘Previous conceptual work’; these were
selected based on their relevance to issues highlighted in the pre-
ceding CA section. Limitations associated with the CA and review
approach presented here are discussed in the penultimate section
of this paper.
3. Deﬁnitions of ‘energy services’
Of the 185 documents included in the CA (drawn from Energy
Policy and Energy Research and Social Science and including the term
“energy service*” in the title, abstract or keywords); 19 (or just over
10%) were coded as including what could be considered a deﬁni-
tion of energy services – all from Energy Policy.  Twelve deﬁnitions
were extracted during the additional review stage. Since some of
the documents included in the CA and review used or cited the
same deﬁnitions; a total of 27 more or less distinct deﬁnitions of
‘energy services’ have been identiﬁed – see Appendix A for the full
listing. The deﬁnitions are numbered to allow them to be clearly
referred to here.
Before turning to the deﬁnitions themselves, the ﬁrst observa-
tion is that energy services are widely considered either not to need
a deﬁnition, or in some cases that they may  be best ‘deﬁned’ by
simply providing a list of examples, such as: ‘energy service, for
example, increase in room temperature, or more generally changes
in comfort levels’ [9]. Of the 166 documents that did not deﬁne
energy services, 93 included at least one example of an energy
service. Such examples are the subject of the next section. Seventy-
three articles (39% of the total documents included in the CA) gave
no deﬁnition or speciﬁc examples.
The CA identiﬁed several themes in the deﬁnitions that allow
them to be grouped together. Two themes occurred most com-
monly:
‘Useful energy/work’. Present in eight of the deﬁnitions (num-
bers 10, 11, 14, 16, 20, 21 and 23) was  the idea that energy services
constituted ‘useful energy’ or ‘useful work’ – of energy being put
to work in a way  that is distinct from the energy use itself. This is
exempliﬁed in the following excerpt of the Sorrell ([10], p20) deﬁ-
nition: ‘An essential feature of an energy service is the useful work
obtained’.
‘Beneﬁt’. Equally common (although almost mutually exclu-
sive, with only one deﬁnition in common) was  the explicit idea
that energy services entail some kind of ‘beneﬁt’. This theme was
present in deﬁnitions 3, 9, 12, 21, 24, 25 and 27, and is best exempli-
ﬁed by the relatively widely cited Modi et al. ([11], p9) deﬁnition:
‘Energy services are the beneﬁts that energy carriers produce for
human well being’.
Other commonly occurring themes were as follows:• Circular deﬁnitions, where energy services are described as the
services provided by energy without additional explanation e.g.
‘the services that energy and energy appliances provide’ ([11];
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‘washing’.
Other examples in the list appear more associated with end
products of some kind, and are represented by nouns: ‘heat’, ‘hot32 M.J. Fell / Energy Research &
p1). Constructions of this kind were observed in seven of the
deﬁnitions (4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 17, 19).
A suggestion that energy services are the thing that is actually
delivered to or demanded by the ultimate consumer, e.g. ‘An
energy service is a measure of the service actually provided to
ultimate consumers by their own use of energy’ ([12], vi). Again,
seven deﬁnitions resemble this (4, 7, 15, 16, 22, 23, 26).
More technical deﬁnitions, where energy services are described
as being the result of conversion of energy or combining its use
with technology of some kind, e.g. “energy service”: the physical
beneﬁt, utility or good derived from a combination of energy with
energy efﬁcient technology and/or with action’ (TheEU Energy
Efﬁciency Directive 2006/32/EC). Six deﬁnitions have this allusion
(6, 8 13, 17, 20, 28).
Where the deﬁnition refers to some general of speciﬁc ‘measure’
of service, e.g. ‘a common and more technical deﬁnition of trans-
port energy services are distances travelled’ ([13]; p4012). This is
seen in four deﬁnitions (4, 8, 15, 18).
Less common, but still occurring on two or three deﬁnitions
ach, was reference to wellbeing (as per the ﬁrst Modi et al. [11]
eﬁnition mentioned above, see deﬁnitions 1, 2 and 12) or to energy
ervices being distinct from other services in that energy is the
ominant or necessary input, e.g. ‘the term “energy services” is
est applied to those services where energy is a “dominant” input
n ﬁnancial terms and when dedicated conversion equipment is
equired’ ([14]; p7) (see deﬁnitions 5 and 19). Finally, two deﬁ-
itions refer explicitly to the provision of those services required
o actually supply energy or energy services, e.g. ‘Energy services
nclude a variety of activities, such as energy analysis and audits,
nergy management, project design and implementation, mainte-
ance and operation [etc.]’ ([15], p1820). In this respect they are
istinct in intent from the other deﬁnitions.
In understanding why these themes may  or may  not be present,
t is useful to consider the ﬁeld of study in which the deﬁnitions
re employed. Broadly speaking, energy services were mentioned
n the literature in ﬁve (sometimes overlapping) contexts:
Work pertaining to Energy Service Companies (ESCOs), or com-
panies that contract with consumers to supply energy services
rather than billing directly for energy used. Forty of the 185 stud-
ies (22%) in the CA were coded as making signiﬁcant reference to
this.
Work in the general domain of international development, where
the phrase ‘modern energy services’ is commonly employed
(according to [16]: 1), ‘access to energy services is a prerequisite
to the achievement of all eight MDGs [Millennium Development
Goals]’. Thirty-three studies (18%) were coded this way in the
analysis.
Energy modelling studies which attempt to understand the role of
‘energy service demands’. Ten studies (5%) were given this code.
Work related to understanding energy efﬁciency or the rebound
effect, where deﬁnition of the inputs and outputs under con-
sideration is important. This theme was more diffuse and not
speciﬁcally coded for, but 34 studies (18%) mention the term
‘rebound’.
Other kinds of study, especially social science work which aims to
emphasize social drivers for energy use. This was  not speciﬁcally
coded for.
These contexts may  be viewed as taking technical
including energy demand/efﬁciency), commercial (including
SCO/supply/billing) and social (including development/social
rivers) perspectives. Because such a low proportion of the studies
nalysed actually included a deﬁnition it is impossible to esti-
ate statistical associations between themes in deﬁnitions and Science 27 (2017) 129–140
the context of work. However, of the CA documents including
deﬁnitions which have an international development focus, all
three reference Modi et al. [11] or UNDP [16], which emphasize
the ‘beneﬁts’ to people resulting from energy use, and indeed this
theme is also present in other deﬁnitions in development-focused
work such as Kowsari & Zerrifﬁ [17] (citing Pachauri & Spreng
[18]). More technical deﬁnitions involving conversion of energy
or combination with appliances tend to be seen in ESCO- or
rebound-related work, such as in the Energy Efﬁciency Directive
deﬁnition – although it is noteworthy that this also mentions
‘beneﬁts’. The concept of ‘useful energy/work’ tends to be present
in rebound-related deﬁnitions and has its roots in work linking
exergy and economic growth (see, for example [19]) which is now
studied as ‘exergy economics’.
Before concluding this section, it is important to highlight two
papers which have much to say in relation to the concept of energy
services but do not feature either at all or at the length that would be
necessary in the table of deﬁnitions. Haas et al. [13], while they do
provide a deﬁnition included in the table, also discuss more speciﬁc
concepts of short/long-term demands and direct/indirect energy
services which are not included. Jonsson et al. [20] explore the sub-
ject of energy services at length and ultimately reject the term –
hence the lack of a precise deﬁnition. Both of these outputs are
covered in more detail in the section ‘Previous conceptual work’
below.
This section has presented the main themes identiﬁed in the
various deﬁnitions of energy services that were collected during the
CA and review, and related them to an extent to different areas of
contexts of research. However, as mentioned above, energy services
are often ‘deﬁned’ simply by presenting examples. The next section
reviews these examples and considers the extent to which they are
consistent between papers and with the deﬁnitions collected.
4. Examples of ‘energy services’
In total, 173 separate examples of energy services were men-
tioned. As will become clear, many of these are minor variations
on similar concepts (such as ‘household heating’ and ‘space heat-
ing’), but often the differences are more signiﬁcant in terms of what
they say about researchers’ understandings of the concept of energy
services. Fig. 2 shows examples of energy services which occur in
at least two separate sources, grouped by general area of service
(which is sometimes slightly ambiguous, such as the inclusion of
‘space conditioning’ under ‘cooling’).
From these examples, three broad categories of energy service
examples can be identiﬁed – energy services described in terms of
actions, of products, and of technological means. The most com-
monly occurring examples, all occurring in at least 15 separate
sources, are ‘lighting’, ‘cooking’, ‘heating’, ‘space heating’, ‘water
heating’ and ‘refrigeration’.6 It may  therefore be considered that
there is the most consensus around these terms as representing
examples of energy services. It is notable that all but one of these
terms, while usable as nouns, are present participles of verbs (end-
ing in ‘-ing’), representing on-going action or activity. All could be
considered things that energy does for people, i.e. converting it per-
forms the actual action of heating/lighting/cooking/refrigeration.
Similar verbs associated with activity occur elsewhere in the list
but less commonly, such as ‘[space] cooling’, ‘freezing’, ‘drying’ and6 No inference should be drawn from the relative frequency of these terms as
to  the level of research interest in these speciﬁc services, since the sample is not
proportionally generalizable to the population of energy research outputs.
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oig. 2. Examples of energy services included in two or more sources. Services are 
lassed under an ‘other’ category.
ater’, ‘entertainment’, etc. These are products or services that the
se of energy may  permit, but could not be said directly to do.
ome, such as ‘hot water’, are tangible products which can be eas-
ly imagined. Others, such as ‘entertainment’ or ‘communications’,
re vaguer and could be understood in different ways (e.g. as an
ntertainment show on television, or a state of entertainment in a
erson). Also, while ‘entertainment’ may  be considered an end of
nergy use, nouns such as ‘electricity’, ‘appliances’ or ‘television’
depending on how precisely this latter is understood – see alter
iscussion) appear rather to be the means of energy conversion or,
n the case of electricity, carriers. The list also includes an example
f a measure, in the unit ‘lumens’.ed on the vertical axis with similar terms; from ‘motive power’ downwards were
What is already clear is that there is some diversity in what
exactly are understood to be examples of energy services. This
diversity becomes even clearer when the ‘long tail’ of examples
which appear in only one source are considered – see Table 1.
Looking through this list, the same broad mix is observable of
actions (‘boiling of hot water in kettles’), end products (‘cooked
meals’) and technological means (‘mechanical ventilation system’)
are observable. Sometimes examples appear to treat the end of a
service differently – for example, is ‘mobility’ an end in itself, or
is the ability ‘to reach the shop where I can buy a certain product’
(which [13] describes as ‘the actual energy service’ in the mobility
sector)?
134 M.J. Fell / Energy Research & Social
Table 1
Examples of energy services appearing in only one source, grouped by general
theme.
Theme Term
Heating ambient temperature, boiler, changes in comfort
levels, combined heat and power, comfortable ofﬁce
rooms, heating loads, household heating, increase in
room temperature, nice indoor climate, satisfactory
heating regime, temperature regulation, thermal
comfort, to heat, warm houses, warmth
Water heating boiling of hot water in kettles, heating water for
bathing, hot water consumption, provision of warm
water, swimming in a heated pool
Cooling air conditioning, air conditioning for summer cooling,
conditioned living spaces, coolant, cooling loads, to
cool, water cooling
Cooking clean cooking and heating fuels and technologies,
cooked food, cooked meals, cooking meals, heat for a
stove, heat for cooking, warm dishes
Refrigeration cold beverages, cold food, cold storage, cooling food in
a  given volume, food cooling, food preservation, food
refrigeration
Lighting bright rooms, electricity for lighting, light switches,
lighted ofﬁces, lights, space light
Transport air freight, air passenger, car travel, commuting to
work, distances travelled, locomotion, mobility
services, passenger and freight transport, personal
automotive transport, personal automotive
transportation, personal transport, personal
transportation, road freight, road passenger, to reach
my  ofﬁce, to reach the shop where I can buy a certain
product, transportation services, travel from A to B,
vehicle km of driving
Commercial/
industrial
agro processing, compressed air, electro processes,
heavy mechanic work in grinding mills, heavy
mechanical work – crushing fruit, industrial gases,
milling, ofﬁce equipment, process heating, process
uses, processing, steam, various manufacturing
processes, welding
Other advanced telecommunication, appliance, appliance
services, clean clothes, computing, convenience, direct
electricity use, dish washing, electric power for
appliances, electricity for communication, electricity
for community services, electricity for education,
electricity for electronics and other equipment,
electricity for health, electricity for other household
uses, electric-speciﬁc applications, electronic
appliances, electronic services, food processing, fossil
fuels, going to the bathroom with a heated toilet to the
sound of music, heating for ironing, ICTs, information
and communication technology, ironing, irrigation,
light mechanic work for electric sewing, machine drive,
mechanical, Mechanical drive, mechanical energy for
air circulation, mechanical force, mechanical power to
drive a washing machine, mechanical ventilation
system, Mobile machinery and service vehicles, mobile
phone charging, Nutrition, other (radios, TVs, etc.),
other domestic end uses, phone charging, plowing,
pool pumps, power for a shower, power for a washing
machine, pumping, radio, sending an email, storage,
surﬁng the internet, telecommunication services,
telephony, use of telephones, watching television,
m
r
i
f
t
ﬁwatching television while one cooks, water treatment
and supply, working appliances
It is interesting to consider different conceptualizations of what
ay  constitute the ‘same’ energy service. Take, for example, food
efrigeration. In the examples recorded, among other things, this
s variously referred to as ‘cooling food in a given volume’, ‘cold
ood’, ‘food refrigeration’ and ‘food preservation’ (although this lat-
er could conceivably include other forms of preservation). In the
rst case the service of ‘cooling’ is given prominence, while in the Science 27 (2017) 129–140
second refers to a speciﬁc product that results from cooling. In the
third example the more precise (to food) idea of refrigeration is
introduced. The ﬁnal example speciﬁes perhaps more exactly the
ﬁnal service which is desired – that is, extending the usable life of
food through preservation. The question here, which is addressed
in subsequent sections, is whether all such terms can correctly
and/or usefully be viewed as representing ‘energy services’. To bet-
ter inform this discussion, the next section discusses in greater
detail a selection of papers which engage in some depth with the
concept of energy services.
5. Previous conceptual work
Drawing the line between when an energy service ends and
some later end begins is one of the key challenges that much of
the most considered work on energy services sets out to tackle.
Some of the earliest work to discuss energy services in detail is by
Devine [12] and Reister & Devine [22]. These papers identify 15 (and
only 15) energy services, which map quite closely onto the most
common examples outlined above (their ‘general energy services’
are: ‘space heating’, ‘water heating’, ‘space cooling’, ‘refrigeration’,
‘cooking’, ‘drying’, ‘lighting’, electronic services’ and ‘appliance ser-
vices’). However, they are clear that these energy services (which
can be measured, for example in joules of heat) are employed with
the object of providing some separate ﬁnal service or ‘ultimate
satisfaction’ such as physical warmth (which, in theory, could be
measured in units of satisfaction). They invoke Herman Daly’s def-
inition of ‘service’ as ‘the ﬁnal beneﬁt of economic activity – the
satisfaction experienced when wants are fulﬁlled’ (Daly [23] cited
on p4).
Nissing & von Blottnitz [24], Haas [25] and Olerup [26] also all
explicitly or implicitly make a distinction between energy services
and a more ﬁnal end service demand. Amongst these, Nissing & von
Blottnitz [24] are clearest in stating that “energy services” represent
the useful services delivered by end-user devices (e.g. space heat-
ing, heat for cooking, motive power) . . . [while] “energy service
demands” represent energy-related needs of the end-users’ (pp.
2375–2376). [27], on the other hand, use the terms ‘ﬁnal energy
services’ and ‘ﬁnal services’ interchangeably in their work tracing
the ﬂow of energy from fuel to service. The categories of services
they use (including ‘sustenance’, ‘hygiene’ and ‘thermal comfort’)
suggest a closer alignment with the ‘ﬁnal service’ view, and indeed
they never refer to just ‘energy services’. However, it is notewor-
thy that the brief descriptions they provide of their ﬁnal service
categories (e.g. ‘heating and cooling of air in buildings’ for thermal
comfort, and ‘preparation, storage and cooking of food’ for suste-
nance) bear greater resemblance to the more common examples of
energy services encountered in the CA. While deﬁning broad ser-
vice categories is useful and practical in the context of tracing global
energy ﬂows, it necessarily obscures some nuance – for example,
in how the cooking and consumption of a hot meal (classed under
‘sustenance’) could also deliver thermal comfort.
While much work by Sorrell and colleagues discusses the con-
cept of energy services, Sorrell & Dimitropoulos [28] provides
a concise summary of their key understandings. To explore the
rebound effect it is necessary to have some measure of the energy
service being discussed. They view this as the ‘useful work’ done
in providing the service, such as vehicle or passenger kilometres
for transport. However, they also state that energy services can
have other ‘attributes’ that go along with the useful work, such as
‘speed, comfort, acceleration and prestige’ for cars, and from which
people also derive utility. It is interesting here to consider these
examples, especially that of comfort. As can be seen from Table 1,
‘thermal comfort’ has been used as an example of an energy ser-
vice, and indeed it is used as such an example earlier in Sorrell &
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imitropoulos [28] where they state: ‘energy services (ES) such as
hermal comfort’. This is not necessarily a contradiction, since in
he example of the car the main useful work is transport while
omfort (presumably including thermal comfort) is an auxiliary
onsideration.7 What this does highlight, however, is that the same
xample has sometimes been viewed as either an energy service in
nd of itself, or an attribute of such as service.
A similarly nuanced understanding of energy services is pre-
ented by [29] in conceptualizing energy poverty. They introduce a
ramework whereby energy services such as lighting, space/water
eating and refrigeration are positioned between energy sources
n one side and ‘capabilities’ on the other. These capabilities
ay  be either basic, such as maintaining good health or hav-
ng social respect, or secondary, such as washing clothes and
toring/preparing food. It is the energy service which allows the
apability to be realised. What Sorrell & Dimitropoulos [28] might
escribe as an attribute of an energy service (e.g. prestige for a
ar), Day et al. [29] see as a capability (e.g. having social respect
 although their example is likely to be of a more fundamental
ariety). For Day et al. [29] (similarly as for Devine [12]), the energy
ervice is the thing that energy directly does, with a series of further
nds (i.e. secondary and basic capabilities) as distinct concepts. They
ould likely view ‘thermal comfort’ as a capability of some level,
ith ‘space heating’ being the relevant energy service.
Sovacool [30,31] also makes reference to a distinction between
primary energy services’ such as cooking and lighting, and ‘broader
riving factor(s)’ such as convenience or comfort (p1663). In an
xtensive treatment of the energy services concept Sovacool high-
ights many of the different way in which energy services are
iscussed in the literature. His key contribution is to propose a
ladder’ of the different energy services which become available
o people of different incomes. These range from services such as
ighting and cooking required to meet subsistence needs (or what
ay et al. [29] might view as capabilities), through to conspicuous
onsumption such as ‘swimming in a heated pool’. There do appear
o be some inconsistencies within Sovacool’s concept of energy
ervices. For example, convenience is referred to as a ‘broader driv-
ng factor’ distinct from energy services (as above), but earlier in
he paper it is stated that ‘Energy services . . . can be categorized
ased on sector . . . fuel . . . [or] even by the service itself, such
s motive power, status, convenience, entertainment, and so on’
pp1661–1662). It is debatable whether it is consistent to view
swimming in a heated pool’ as an energy service (as quoted above),
ather than the more basic functions required to facilitate this (such
s ‘water heating’).
Haas et al. [13] actually sub-divide the concept of energy services
nto more speciﬁc categories, namely short- and long-term energy
ervice demands and direct and indirect energy services. While the
ifference between short and long term demands is not explicitly
eﬁned, it refers to the difference between aspects of energy ser-
ice which might be expected to vary over the relatively short term
‘e.g. degree indoor temperature, intensity of light, distance driven)
nd those than would tend only to vary on longer timescales (“e.g.
umber and size of dwellings”). More relevant to our understanding
f energy services (rather than demand for them), they distinguish
etween direct and indirect services. Again, no explicit deﬁnition is
rovided, but the basic distinction is between actions which energy
ither does or can help perform (e.g. ‘lighting’, ‘cooking’, ‘heating’,
cooling’) and the embedded/embodied energy required in provid-
ng tangible goods or services which themselves provide services
e.g. ‘food’, ‘shoes’, ‘communication’). These latter may  be thought
f as energy services because energy is needed to produce them. the
7 Or what Goldblatt [21] refers to, along with convenience, as ‘meta-energy ser-
ices’ (p77). Science 27 (2017) 129–140 135
concept of indirect energy services may help us categorise some of
the ‘noun’ examples of energy services collected during the CA, such
as ‘appliances’. However, it is not clear that authors of such exam-
ples are necessarily referring to the energy embedded in items such
as appliances, or rather the services they themselves provide.
The ﬁnal document which this section will discuss in detail is
by Jonsson et al. [20]. Like the articles above, it engages deeply
with the concept of energy services. Uniquely, however, the authors
step back from the term ‘energy service’ in favour simply of ‘ser-
vice’, which they deﬁne as ‘the functions and utilities by which a
resource could, directly or indirectly, enable, facilitate or add value
to human activities’ (pp362–363). They do this because they believe
(as do Sorrell [14] and others) that energy services often require not
just energy but other inputs too, such as water for ‘washing’. They
also see ‘energy services’ as implying some supplied energy is nec-
essary, masking the possibility that this could be done away with
altogether (such as the lack of requirement for supplied space heat-
ing in a passive house). Putting aside for now the question of the
precise term used, Jonsson suggests useful ways in which services
can be broken down and viewed. Most pertinent to this discussion
is the following, quoted in full from page 365:
• Volume is the quantiﬁable amount of energy service delivered,
e.g. the amount of heated square metres or passenger-kilometres
transported.
• Content corresponds to the experienced utility of service, e.g. a
comfortable indoor climate or getting to work.
• Quality reﬂects experienced reliability, accessibility, safety and
security, convenience and ease, e.g. conﬁdence in continuous
operation of electricity, easily comprehensible control panels for
heating and ventilation, or acceptable congestion in the transport
system.
• Motivation reﬂects why  a service is called upon in terms of prac-
tical, symbolical or aesthetical.
It is possible to map onto this several of the concepts encoun-
tered in the work mentioned above. For example, the ‘content’
or experienced utility of a service is conceptually close to ideas
of ﬁnal service/capabilities, while ‘quality’ resembles Sorrell &
Dimitropoulos [28] attributes and ‘motivation’, Sovacool’s [30,31]
broader driving factors. As such this may  be a useful framework in
which to describe [energy] services. However, while Jonson et al.’s
rationale for separating ‘energy’ and ‘services’ to focus on the lat-
ter is clear, from the point of view of an energy researcher it is
useful to have a term that makes clear the role of energy in the
provision. Also, use of the term ‘energy services’ distinguishes this
concept from the much more general idea of ‘service’ which has a
wide variety of meaning depending on the context. Finally, it could
be argued that terms such as ‘content’ and ‘quality’ of an energy
service are not a useful distinction, since both should be expected
to impact the ‘experienced utility of service’.
So far this paper has presented a range of deﬁnitions and exam-
ples of energy services, and laid out some of the main previous
conceptualizations present in the literature. Is it possible to bring
this information together to determine what does actually consti-
tute an energy service? This is the question tackled in the next
section.
6. So – what are ‘energy services’?6.1. Recap and discussion
The review of deﬁnitions identiﬁed several themes common to
various understandings of energy services:
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they provide ‘beneﬁts’ to people
they are services provided by energy
they are what is actually demanded by and delivered to the con-
sumer
they result, at least in part from energy conversion in combination
with technology (and some deﬁnitions only consider them to be
energy services when energy is a major input in the provision of
a service)
Other less common themes were those of measurability, human
ellbeing, and services related to the actual provision of energy
e.g. of infrastructure).
The review of examples revealed a few key terms that were used
cross many sources as examples of energy services (e.g. heating,
ighting, cooking, refrigeration), with a very long tail consisting
f either modiﬁcations/variations of these terms or seemingly
ifferent classes of concept (such as ‘thermal comfort’). Some modi-
cations were to make an example more speciﬁc, e.g. space heating
r water heating instead of simply heating. Others apparently refer
o different stages in the chain of service delivery, such as the
xample of refrigeration (i.e. ‘cold food’, ‘food preservation’, etc.).
ome references were to speciﬁc technologies such as television
although there is ambiguity here as this may  refer either to the
elevision set, which Haas et al. [13] would describe as an indirect
nergy service) or the whole system of reproducing images on a
creen at distance.
The key theme emerging from the more detailed review of the
oncept in the literature was of a divide between the energy ser-
ice and what it was actually needed/wanted for – the ﬁnal service
12], the capability [29], the useful work and other attributes [28]
r the broader driving factors [30,31]. Haas et al. [13] distinguished
etween direct energy services (the kind of energy service which
as been the main focus of the deﬁnitions and example collected
ere) and indirect services which are represented in the embed-
ed energy in goods and other services. Jonsson et al. [20] largely
ejected the idea of ‘energy services’, preferring to deal with ‘ser-
ices’ with volume, content, quality and motivation. Of these, the
ontent (or ‘experienced utility of service’) is closely aligned with
he various ideas of ﬁnal needs/wants considered above.
Taking these ﬁndings together, to determine what energy ser-
ices are, any deﬁnition and examples of energy services must make
xplicit distinction between the energy service itself, and any end
ervice or state that it is employed to achieve (‘state’ is here under-
tood to be ‘combination of circumstances or attributes belonging
t a particular time to a person or thing’ [32]. It is not necessary for
he purposes of this discussion to say where exactly we consider
hose ends to actually terminate – that is, whether it is at ‘clean
lothes’ or the social acceptance that having clean clothes facili-
ates. However, it is necessary to determine where energy services
nd, and the end services begin.
For certain common examples of energy service this appears
uite straightforward. We  may  state that the energy service of
space heating’ is done for the purpose of obtaining thermal com-
ort (end state). The energy service ‘lighting’ is done for the purpose
f being able to see at night (end service). We  recognise that the
nergy service is different and distinct from the end service or state,
artly because we could imagine different end services or states for
he same energy services – for example ‘space heating’ to get dry
lothes, or ‘lighting’ to get a secure home.
From these examples we can also conclude that there may  be
xamples of energy service which are more or less precise. ‘Space
eating’ as referred to above is a special class of ‘heating’, or using
nergy to increase the temperature of something. More generally
he energy service could legitimately be referred to as ‘heating’,
nd other classes such as ‘water heating’ for the purpose of get-
ing hot water also exist, but may  also be referred to as energy Science 27 (2017) 129–140
services. Sometimes an alternative term exists for the special class
– for example ‘cooking’ for applying heat to food for the purpose of
getting cooked food.
If we accept that ‘water heating’ is a valid energy service, it
is then interesting to consider the status of ‘clothes washing’ as
performed by a washing machine. Really, clothes washing con-
sists of ‘water heating and movement’ for the purpose of washing
clothes, for the purpose of getting clean clothes. If we accept, as
above, that ‘clean clothes’ is the end service or state resulting from
an energy service, then it is not itself an energy service. We  also
accepted that ‘water heating’ is a valid energy service, it seems rea-
sonable that ‘water heating and movement’ would be too. What
then of the special class of ‘water heating and movement for the
purpose of washing clothes’, referred to as ‘clothes washing’ – is
this an energy service? It seems reasonable, in such a case, to con-
sider ‘clothes washing’ to be another name (or shorthand, similar
to ‘cooking’) for ‘water heating and movement for the purpose of
washing clothes’, which in itself is not an end service or state – and
therefore that ‘clothes washing’ is a valid energy service (albeit at
a less fundamental level).
If we accept this, the door is open to viewing a range of things
that energy facilitates being viewed as valid energy services, for
example:
• ‘showering’ – as shorthand for ‘water heating and moving for the
purpose of washing the body’ (for the purpose of getting a clean
body, which is not itself an energy service but an end service or
state resulting from energy use)
• ‘clothes drying’ – as shorthand for ‘heating for the purpose of
drying clothes’ (for the purpose of getting dry clothes, which is
not itself an energy service but an end service or state resulting
from energy use)
What is clear from all the examples above is that all of these
energy services are things which are done or functions (‘Activity;
action in general’ [33]). In the case of energy services, the functions
or activities are done or facilitated at least in part by the use of
energy.
There is a risk that accepting examples such as ‘cooking’ as
energy services, when they may  also be interpreted as activities
which people engage in, could result in conceptual confusion. How-
ever, there is no inherent inconsistency here – cooking is both done
by people (as an activity) and as a service for people by the action
of heat on food. In addition, from a pragmatic perspective, a useful
concept of energy services should attempt to be both usable and
broadly consistent with dominant usage in the ﬁeld. To exclude
terms such as ‘cooking’ from the concept in favour of more speciﬁc
descriptions such as ‘heating of food to get cooked food’ would run
contrary to this. Nevertheless, where there is a risk of confusion as
to whether energy services or activities (or other concepts such as
more general social practices) are being referred to, it important to
be precise and, if necessary, more explicit.
There remain some examples of energy services as gathered dur-
ing the CA that remain difﬁcult to categorise in this way – such as
‘television’. At its most basic, and considering only that energy used
within the home, the television set produces special kinds of light-
ing and movement (perceived as sound) for some purpose, usually
people being entertained. In this case the lighting and movement
for the purpose of entertaining people would be the energy ser-
vice. We  have accepted above that shorthand terms may  be used to
refer to ungainly phrases such as this – but what should it be in such
as case? Two options could be available – ‘television’ or ‘entertain-
ment’, which also appears in the list of examples of energy services.
It may  be helpful in this case to consider the range of end services
or states which may  be achieved through use of a television. One
is certainly entertainment, but it may  also be used for security (to
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ive the impression someone is at home) or as a light to see by,
r to block out noise from elsewhere. It would therefore be incor-
ect to refer to ‘entertainment’ as the energy service provided by
he television, since the entertaining element is not necessary for
hese other ends and is, rather, an end service. It would similarly be
ncorrect to consider a television set as a service of any kind, when
t is simply an energy conversion device. The best option (although
dmittedly clunky) may  be ‘working the television’ or ‘television
peration’. Such a formulation could be applied to every appliance,
r a general term such as ‘appliance operation’ could be employed
 this would still represent an energy service, but nested within it
ould be many other energy services such as clothes washing or
adio operation.
. Deﬁnition
On the basis of this discussion, it is now possible to attempt
 deﬁnition of energy services. Such a deﬁnition should reﬂect the
hemes recognized in existing deﬁnitions where necessary and con-
istent with other requirements set out here. It should probably be
ragmatic in admitting the commonly used examples of energy ser-
ices as gleaned from the literature, since these represent the view
f the research and practitioner communities. And it should reﬂect
he distinction between the ends of energy use and the functions
equired to obtain those ends as emphasized in the conceptual lit-
rature and in the foregoing discussion. The following deﬁnition of
nergy services is therefore proposed:
Energy services are those functions performed using energy which
are means to obtain or facilitate desired end services or states.
While this draws on terminology from existing deﬁnitions (see
ppendix A and the deﬁnition of services by Jonsson et al. [20]
bove), unlike any single existing deﬁnition this deﬁnition is con-
idered to meet the above criteria in the following ways:
It captures the existing deﬁnition themes of providing a beneﬁt
(‘desired’), of useful work (a ‘function’8; that leads to achieving
something that is ‘desired’), of delivery to end-users (‘obtain’) and
of requiring energy (although in the interest of ﬂexibility it was
decided not to require this to be a dominant input).
All of the most commonly used examples of energy services
gleaned from the literature would accurately be described by it
(i.e. ‘lighting’, ‘cooking’, ‘heating’, ‘space heating’, ‘water heating’
and ‘refrigeration’).
It makes explicit the crucial distinction between the energy ser-
vice and end service or state as highlighted in previous conceptual
work on energy services.
Notably, this deﬁnition does exclude some previous quite
mphatic examples of energy services found in the literature. For
xample, when Lovins [34] mentions, ‘such desired energy services
s hot showers and cold beer’ (p4), cold beer would (according to
he proposed deﬁnition) be the end service or state provided by
he energy service of refrigeration. A ‘hot shower’ would be the
nd service associated with the energy services of water heating
nd movement, or ‘showering’. Likewise, when Haas et al. [13]
tate that the ability ‘to reach the shop where I can buy a certain
roduct . . . [is] the actual energy service’ in the mobility sector,
his would here be viewed as the energy service ‘transport’ (or
mobility’) leading to the end service or state of being at the shop.
he deﬁnition also deliberately excludes any mention of combi-
ation with devices or conversion of energy. This decision admits
8 As deﬁned in previous section: ‘Activity; action in general’ [33]. Science 27 (2017) 129–140 137
‘natural’ processes such as sunlight for illumination as energy ser-
vices, thereby putting them on a level playing ﬁeld with delivered
energy services as a way  of delivering end services or states. Of
course, the distinction ‘delivered’ or ‘naturally occurring’ can be
used as a clariﬁcation, should this distinction need to be made.
7.1. Limitations
In closing this discussion, it is important to acknowledge several
limitations associated with the approach taken here. While the CA
sample was expected to include broad coverage of different kinds of
energy research, it is not claimed to be representative. For example,
because of the focus of the journals included, it should be expected
to capture more social and policy perspectives on energy services
than engineering ones. Other deﬁnitions or examples of energy
services may  have been encountered if other sources had been
included. However, because the purposive searching conducted for
the review did allow a broader range of literature to be captured,
yet did not reveal substantially different deﬁnitions or examples,
this is considered unlikely. Even if other deﬁnitions or examples do
exist, this would not be expected to undermine the reasoning of the
foregoing discussion. It is also possible that because all coding was
done by a single coder, certain examples may have been missed that
would have been picked up by a second coder, or interpreted dif-
ferently. Again, however, because the coding in this case required
relatively little subjective interpretation (i.e. it mainly consisted of
recording words and phrases) it is not considered likely that this
would signiﬁcantly affect the conclusions reached.
Finally, while best efforts were made to identify those key works
that engage deeply with the concept of energy services, a full
systematic search was not conducted due to resource constraints
and it is possible that some have been missed. If such documents
make observations that undermine the conclusions presented here,
responses are welcomed in the form of communications. It is also
acknowledged that certain documents concerning international
development or Energy Service Companies give extensive atten-
tion to the concept of energy services but have not been discussed
in detail here. This is because they are principally concerned with
operationalizing the energy services concept for use within these
speciﬁc ﬁelds and are less useful in helping to inform a more general
understanding of the concept.
8. Conclusion and implications
This paper has presented the results of content analysis (CA)
and literature review focusing on the question, ‘what are energy
services’? The CA included all articles from the journals Energy Pol-
icy and Energy Research and Social Science which contained the term
“energy service*” in the title, abstract of keywords. The literature
review supplemented this through hand-searching of key refer-
ences and focused online searches. Deﬁnitions and examples of
energy services were recorded and then subject to thematic anal-
ysis.
Only 10% of the sources in the CA included a deﬁnition of energy
services, although it was more often explained simply through ref-
erence to examples. A total of 27 distinct deﬁnitions were recorded.
Common themes identiﬁed in these deﬁnitions were the provision
of ‘useful work/energy’ and ‘beneﬁts’ to people, amongst others.
In total, 173 separate terms were identiﬁed as examples of energy
services in the CA sample. Their usage was  characterised by com-
mon  usage of certain examples (‘lighting’, ‘cooking’, ‘heating’, ‘space
heating’, ‘water heating’ and ‘refrigeration’), followed by a long tail
of terms used a few times or just once. Many of the examples in
the long tail suggest that there is substantial variation between
researchers’ understandings of what energy services actually are.
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Much of the previous research that engaged deeply with the
oncept of energy services agreed that there was some distinction
etween the end service or state which is actually desired, and
he energy service used to provide it. Through a process of rea-
oning, and with reference to the identiﬁed deﬁnition themes and
xamples, a new deﬁnition of energy services was proposed that
ake this distinction explicit. This deﬁnition is: Energy services are
hose functions performed using energy which are means to obtain or
acilitate desired end services or states.
Clearly this deﬁnition will not be suitable in all contexts. For
xample, in literature dealing with ESCOs the EU deﬁnition will be
ore relevant, and likewise for work discussing modern energy ser-
ices in the context of development, the ‘wellbeing’ element may  be
mportant to emphasize. However, it is put forward in the hope that
t will contribute to researchers’ conceptualization of what energy
ervices are, and promote greater consistency and precision in how
he concept is used. This is important within energy research for
t least two reasons. Firstly, it makes communication easier and
essens potential for confusion when there is agreement around the
recise meaning of terms. Secondly, this precision can be important
n framing actual research challenges. For example, there is a real
emporal difference between the energy service of ‘cooking’ and
he end service of ‘cooked food’ which is important to appreciate
hen considering questions around the time of electricity use and
hat this means for networks and generation.
Deﬁnition 
1 The consumer is interested in (and gets wellbeing from) energy se
2  Energy services include a variety of activities, such as energy analy
management, project design and implementation, maintenance an
evaluation of savings, property management, and energy and equi
ECS,  2003)
3  ES [energy services] are deﬁned as “the beneﬁts that energy carrie
well-being” [30,31] [NB This is actually the Modi et al. [11] deﬁnit
included elsewhere in this table] or more concretely, the wellbein
transforming energy in the form of end-uses.
4  An energy service is a measure of the service actually provided to 
own  use of energy, quantiﬁed, for example, using units of work or
5  ’Energy services’ discussed throughout this book relate to services
amounts of energy for provision. Many services, from hairdressing
required relatively small amounts of energy. To provide them, how
energy has little impact upon the price of the service. For heat, pow
is, transport) and lighting, energy has been important in its provis
and services in economics have most commonly been distinguishe
So, energy and energy-using equipment are non-durable and dura
heating, power, transport and lighting are the immaterial services
6  Energy services refer to the services that are generated from consu
appliances.
7 Energy services refer to the commodity, which is actually used or 
water, and process heat.
8  . . . what people need and purchase thus is not the commercial ene
services provided by the energy system that converts energy sour
these services [examples given] . . . There are several possible deﬁ
various sectors. E.g. in the mobility sector the actual energy servic
can  buy a certain product or to reach my ofﬁce, etc. In a system of 
corresponding spatial planning and infrastructure) this may  be po
input. However, a common and more technical deﬁnition of transp
distances travelled. In this paper we will use this deﬁnition, keepi
additional aspect of efﬁcient mobility is to keep distances as short
9  People do not use energy but obtain beneﬁts from the services pro
energy services is used to describe these beneﬁts, such as illumina
This  appears to be a paraphrasing of general points raised by Pach
speciﬁc deﬁnition proposed by them, and also resembles the UND
10  As Sorrell [40] stated, we  deﬁne energy service as the useful work
11  While the demand for energy service (useful energy) is projected t Science 27 (2017) 129–140
Finally, it is hoped that making a clearer distinction between the
energy service and the end service or state may  be useful from a pol-
icy perspective. This is because it emphasizes that the end service
is the ultimate goal, rather than a speciﬁc energy service. The end
service or state may  be able to be achieved via other (lower energy)
energy services which policy could incentivize. Alternatively, while
reduction may be observed on a proxy measure of energy ser-
vice (e.g. temperature for ‘heating’), a measure of end service or
state (e.g. satisfaction with the thermal environment for ‘thermal
comfort’, perhaps described in terms of utility) may  remain sta-
ble – again saving energy. A policy designed to deliver homes that
people ﬁnd warm enough should therefore ideally be evaluated
on the basis of thermal comfort assessment rather than tempera-
ture (acknowledging the different practical challenges associated
with each approach). Determining the most useful metrics for such
assessments would be an appropriate subject for future consider-
ation and research.
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